
INSECT STORIES 
 

CONTEXT 
A person, on the ground, in an outdoor park or wooded public area. Performing generally individualistic activities: 

reading, relaxing, listening to music. Native insects also live in the area. 

  

POSITIVIST ANALYSIS 
[this is made up] Over the course of an hour, participants managed to read an average of 15.8 pages of the 

mandatory text. The average person came into contact with various insects of three general size categories, Small 

(aphids, tiny flies), medium (ants, roly-polys), and large (grasshopper, dragonflies, bees).  

Ave. Total insect encounters per person per hour: 138 

Small insects:  

59 encounters, 5.6 notices, visual contact 2.4%, physical interaction 38.7% 

Medium insects:  

47 encounters, 5.6 notices, visual contact 42.8%, physical interaction 78.7% 

Large insects: 

32 encounters, 19.0 notices, visual contact 72.4%, physical interaction 5.7% 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
People are coming from their isolated "humans only" environments, with the goal to perform some sort of 

individualistic activity in an area somewhat isolated from the everyday workspace. They sit on a surface directly in 

contact with the homes of thousands of living creatures, fighting, eating, fucking, birthing and dying.  



Occasionally one of these insects will invade the individual's personal space and interrupt the intended activity. At 

this point, the user of the space is typically faced with a couple of options: brush away the intruder, move away, 

destroy, or contemplate the critter.  

Perhaps the person in question is using the dive into nature as a blocking of social contact. This seems quite rude 

behavior to inflict on the rest of the living world, however. Treating nature as an empty space devoid of anything 

but the personal activity with which we fill it. 

PROBLEM 
Humanoid solipsism. Disconnect/indifference to everything non-human. 

ARTIFACT: INSECT AUTOMATA/COMMUNICATION BOTS 
I propose a system of cheap mobile tagging that allows individuals to attach messages to real live autonomous 

creatures.  

 



The sorts of information posted to an insect can be portions of stories, graffiti like messages to send to others, 

game-like messages doling out rewards or punishments, real data gathered about this specific creature, or a 

mixture of all the above. People would get kits that could lure and tag insects with custom messages while they sat 

outside, and then they could also recieve messages when a pre-tagged insect was detected near them. 

POTENTIAL MEANS OF TAGGING 

Tiny RFID's (maybe expensive) 

 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4759615.stm 

Flourescent powders 

  

http://www.sirchie.com/Assets/Cat_10_11/theftDetection13.pdf 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4759615.stm
http://www.sirchie.com/Assets/Cat_10_11/theftDetection13.pdf


 

Tiny Glue-on QR codes 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF8mgfFkGO0 

http://ddr.nal.usda.gov/bitstream/10113/47400/1/IND90045133.PDF 

 

PROCESS 
I was reading about Multi-User Dungeons (MUDS) in an article by Espen Aarseth. He was describing these online 

environments governed by specific rules and inhabited by human users playing with each other in this space. He 

also mentioned that in some environments people could create automatic characters or BOTS that would wander 

through the spaces, encounter people and perform specific sets of actions. This is when I came up with the idea of 

simulating this type of effect attaching messages to real life automata. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF8mgfFkGO0
http://ddr.nal.usda.gov/bitstream/10113/47400/1/IND90045133.PDF

